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Good morning ladies and gentlemen,

Mr. Porreca, thank you very much for the introduction.

It’s a privilege for me being invited to this symposium and presenting our ideas of optimizing the maintenance process in theatre.  

Within the next minutes, I would like to introduce to you the German efforts in optimizing the operational logistics, with a focus on the maintenance process of land systems in theatre.

At the end, I hope, you will  have an idea of how we intend to develop our maintenance procedures in order to match future requirements. 
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Presentation Notes
To meet my objective I shall follow this outline.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all, I would like to briefly introduce to you our unit, the German college for land systems engineering and army school of engineering. It’s led by the Director of GEAR Combat Support Service Corps and College Commandant. That is general Schiebold. 
The unit consists of, a staff, the support unit and the two core areas, the training and the force development division. 
The main task of the training division is to train the repairmen for land systems of the Bundeswehr. Fields of action are mechanical and electrical engineering and vocational training.  The training division conducts 225 different courses. Approximately 7600 students attend these courses every year.
I’m running the second core area that is the Force Development Division for German Army Operational Logistics and Land Systems Engineering. This unit is one of the basic-level elements of the German Army's force development organization.  We are responsible for all aspects concerning both, the development of the Army Logistic Services and the support of development and service use of all Bundeswehr land systems.
On one hand we are working in the field of concepts and principles concerning structure, equipment and doctrines for the Maintenance and Supply Services and for the Maintenance and Supply Corps.
On the other hand, in the field of Land Systems Engineering, we are providing technical support in the procurement process and during the service use of all Bundeswehr land systems. This task is thus executed across services and across organizational lines. 
After this brief introduction I would like to switch over to the requirements and principles of the German Army logistic system. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the cold-war scenario German Army Logistics took place inside the home country, we even performed as host nation for our allies.
During the last decade the Bundeswehr was and still is undergoing a change from a threat-oriented to a capability-oriented force. 
In particular for the land forces a new nature of requirements emerged on the way to a capability-oriented force. These requirements are driven by the expeditionary character of future operations and by the fact, that we have to operate within a non-linear area of operation and last but not least have to conduct high- intensity combat operations in parallel with low-intensity peace-stabilizing missions and humanitarian aid. War fighting is not the sole requirement, we have to manage the permanent change between escalation and de-escalation.
For Germany, new commitments within NATO and the EU have established particular readiness and logistic sustainability requirements as well as the need for expeditionary capabilities.
New technology always has driven force development.
The challenge is to handle this adaptation with limited resources.
We face this challenge by focussing on core-capabilities. This means that anything that does not need to be done by soldiers should be given away.  
(for example to industry)
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What are the core capabilities with regard to German Army Logistics?
The main task of the Army Logistic Services is, to ensure the materiel readiness and the sustainability of all army units on deployed operations by providing supply and maintenance.�Logistics for operations should be expeditionary, thus logistic forces deployable and supply able over strategic distances
Logistic support should be provided uninterrupted, including the last tactical mile, or as we say “on the last one hundred meters” and during the „first 24 hours“ of an operation.
It should be 
Tailored to the force package and the operational circumstances
Well trained and of course protected
From foxhole to factory.

That means, army logistics has to be, lean, agile, fast, robust, customer driven and effective.

As a result we have an effective and small logistic footprint in the area of operation; but this means on the other hand, that we have to rely on an effective follow-on logistics. 
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Presentation Notes
A look at the land forces organic maintenance structure underlines the clear mission orientation.

Forces responsible for maintenance during operations have in principle been earmarked on each echelon of command. 
Thus, each manoeuvre company has a technical section, each battalion a technical platoon, each brigade an organic logistic battalion and each division a logistic battalion to support the divisional troops.

It is on this echelon that the responsibility of the Army (operational logistics) ends and that of the Joint Support Service (basic logistics) begins.  Here, on the brigade level, I will mainly focus on in the course of my presentation. 
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What did we develop on the brigade level, where effectiveness is essential?
In analogy to a medical evacuation chain, we believe that a materiel evacuation chain concept meets the needs of the war fighters. The idea was to decide as far forward on the battlefield as possible, where and by whom repair should be done. Therefore, we implemented a highly qualified System Maintenance Sergeant or lets say diagnosis sergeant at company level. He will be the first support actor at the breakdown site. He is able to assess materiel faults and damages. Based on his diagnosis, one of the following action will take place:
Expedient/Battle damage repair by his organic battle damage repair team in order to primarily reestablish the vital capabilities of driving, communication and fire power, or
Repair by a mobile maintenance support team to fix the damage close to the site of the breakdown or
Recovery and evacuation to a maintenance facility on brigade level or hand over to the Joint Support Service.
The material evacuation chain requires a high degree of competence of the repairmen involved. Most important is the company’s Diagnosis Sergeant whose suggestion will trigger the whole maintenance process.
With this material evacuation chain we had redefined the organization.
To ensure the self sustainability of the forces in theatre, especially during expeditionary operations, additionally we had to rethink our traditional repair process. 

Legende:   DX = Direct exchange
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditionally the repair process started with an initial inspection, executed without disassembling of components with a likely risk of not detecting hidden damages. Based on the result of this old fashioned inspection spare parts were ordered. 
The disposition of those spare parts is shown on the slide. It’s obviously the most time consuming element of the whole process. 

In case of hidden damages another cycle of disposition and consequently further delay was caused. 

Looking at this process, the times for inspection and repair are constant. 

The only parameter, that can be optimized, is the disposition time.

In order to reduce this time, it is required to keep a stock of spare parts directly at the maintenance unit. These spare parts have to be available permanently. 
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Presentation Notes
Our approach is to keep in stock a predefined number of spare parts together with all necessary fittings, needed for a maintenance event.

We call this predefined spare parts “Line Replaceable Units”.

In addition, we have to ensure immediate access to these LRU stock in the maintenance unit. Therefore, we adapted a new organic LRU support team to the army maintenance units, at maintenance platoon level.

To speed up the repair process, the challenge is to predict the right composition of these LRUs for the mission ahead and to avoid interruptions of the repair process.

The better the prediction of what might be needed during the mission, the more likely the necessary LRUs are available immediately, for the repair. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To avoid interruptions of the repair process, we changed the procedure of the initial inspections at the maintenance unit as well.
According to our new concept, the repairmen,will actually disassemble the damaged system, until he finally gets down to the failure. By doing this, he also can detect previously hidden damages and then take the LRU’s he needs, from predicted and available stock and replace them.
This new concept is called “TRO” which stands for Test and Repair in One step. 
However, to use this new TRO concept effectively, it is key to have the right LRU’s at the right time in the right composition on hand.
To find the right composition of LRU’s and to create the necessary LRU packages, among other factors, it has to be taken into account the type of equipment, which has to be supported, the environmental situation in theater, the threat level and the number of hours needed to complete the repair.
Therefore it is very important to put together and to adjust the LRU packages mission-oriented.
It should be clear that we never will be able to come up with LRU packages that fit to all possible events to one hundred percent. 
Therefore, we started establishing a data base for LRU packages for products in use. That means, we classified all assemblies and subassemblies with respect to the time needed for replacement and to the probability of failure due to environmental conditions. Lessons learned from our previous and current missions were implemented. This data base will obviously be a living source of information. 
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Presentation Notes

In order not only to optimize this LRU data base, but also to improve the training of our repairmen, we have started to study, how the Tactical Engagement Simulator – should be similar to the miles system – at the Army Combat Training Center can be used for determination of damages to vehicles caused by simulated ammunition impact.

Depending on the point and the angle of impact and the type of ammunition, that was used, the computer model should calculate, which components are damaged. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideally, this will provide information about the location of failed assemblies with a given level of probability.
This will serve the following purposes:
On the one hand this information can be used as a data source in order to define a stock of LRUs for the company’s LRU support teams and to estimate the amount of LRUs needed in the logistic pipeline for the whole mission.

On the other hand it can be used in order to employ maintenance personnel in the training courses at the Army Combat Training Center in the goal-oriented repair of likely damages. By doing this, they can be given their deployment-orientated training, before they are sent on mission. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the repairman's point of view, this slide shows the ideal product. Easy and fast to disassemble and easy to replace components. At the moment that’s obviously unrealistic.

But on the long run we want basically go into this direction.

That means, modularity and LRU-design has to be added to the future system’s procurement process from the very beginning.
The goal is, to provide better equipment for mission-oriented better maintenance. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another aspect is the question of how to store and transport the LRU packages. 

If you try it this way, it won’t work.

Our approach consists in separation of functionality and mobility by using international standardized containers. We call it containerization. The idea is, to put LRU support packages for different missions and units into container. 

These containers can be rapidly deployed, separately or on top of a military or civilian truck. This enhances flexibility of the whole chain of logistic support. 
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Presentation Notes
At the end of my brief presentation I would like to summarize and highlight the main points. 

In order to speed up the repair process and to minimize the down time for weapon systems we have implemented the concept of TRO and LRU.
Especially in expeditionary operations time extended downtimes of systems are crucial, which means that the troops in theatre will call for immediate maintenance support. If they don’t get it, they might loose the battle or their lives. 

Key factors for success are:
- prediction of the most likely maintenance events
- mission oriented composition of LRU packages
expert knowledge and experience of the maintainer, especially of the system maintenance sergeant at company level.
I believe, that processes don’t do the job. Well trained and highly motivated soldiers are doing it. 
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Ladies and gentlemen, this concludes my presentation.

I thank you for your attention and now I am ready to answer your questions.
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